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Solar Fabrik - The Company
▪  Experience & Vision

SF Solar Fabrik GmbH & Co. KG

Head Office:
Im Gewerbegebiet 12
63831 Wiesen
Deutschland

Phone: +49 (0) 6096 97007-90 
Fax: +49 (0) 6096 97007-28

Mail: info@solar-fabrik.de
Web: www.solar-fabrik.de
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EUPD
Solar Fabrik
TOP BRAND PV 2020

The independent market re-
search institute EUPD con-
tinuously asks installers of 
photovoltaic systems in Ger-
many about their experien-
ces with suppliers.
In 2020, Solar Fabrik is 
awarded the coveted TOP 
BRAND PV seal of appro-
val for the first time.
„This award makes us 

proud and is an incentive at the 
same time, because this seal is 
awarded by the positive percepti-
on of the Solar Fabrik by our custo-
mers. We give our best for them day 
after day“, says Christian Laibacher, 
Managing Director and owner of 
Solar Fabrik.
Especially the criteria „unsupported 
brand awareness“, „recommendati-
on“ and „distribution“ were praised 
by our customers.

The entire Solar Fabrik team, espe-
cially Christian Laibacher, is pleased 
about this positive feedback.

VISION
When the Solar Fabrik was taken over in 2016, it 
was already clear that the entire production faci-
lity would move to the Bavarian Lower Main in 
the foreseeable future.

For this project, the company was desperately 
looking for a sufficiently large industrial site in 
the Aschaffenburg area to create a new pro-
duction facility as well as offices and storage 
space with further expansion possibilities.

With this new building, its own laborato-
ry / research and development, the Solar 
Fabrik is setting an important signal and is 
saying a clear YES! to Germany as a business 
location.
The investment in a new production line for 
solar power modules in Germany is today an 
extraordinary but consistent step, because ow-
ner and managing director Christian Laibacher 
firmly believes in the continuation of the dome-
stic solar module production.
 
The construction plans have now been completed 
and construction can therefore begin shortly.
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Founded in 1996, the Solar Fabrik is one 
of the most traditional companies in the 
photovoltaic sector.
Georg Salvamoser lifted the solar facto-
ry of his time as a pioneer in the solar 
industry from the baptism. He drove the 
development of german solar modules 
and was thus one of the most important 
persons the industry and founder of the 
module production in Germany.
 
In 2016 the Solar Fabrik was taken over 
by Christian Laibacher and the brand 
was filled with new content and brought 
to new life.
Since then it has been a family-run 
company and benefits from more than 
20 years of experience in the pro-
duction of photovoltaic mo-
dules according to German 
Quality standards.

The Laibacher Group of companies com-
bines the wealth of experience from the 
production company Solar Fabrik and 
the existing system wholesaler with 
more than 10 years of wholesale know-
how since 2018 under the umbrella of 
Solar Fabrik.
 
In order to meet the various 
customer requirements of 
the market, Solar Fabrik 
expanded its product port-
folio with carefully selected 
OEM products.
These are subject to cons-
tant quality assurance 
and control accor-
ding to Solar Fabrik 
standards.

Solar Fabrik supplies 
its customers around 
the world according to 
their needs and places 
great value on personal 
customer contact.
Sustainable and long-stan-

ding customer and 
supplier relationships 
underscore the com-
pany‘s claim to conti-
nuity and trusting co-
operation.

 
Christian Laibacher

CEO - Solar Fabrik

HISTORY DISTRIBUTION
According to a survey by the renowned EUPD, 
the Solar Fabrik is certified as having excellent 
distribution.

Customers of Solar Fabrik can therefore rely 
on their goods being delivered punctually and 
safely to the desired destination.

Flexibility plays a decisive role here, becau-
se short-term changes in location can ne-
ver be ruled out.
Suddenly unexpected updates of the 
acceptance conditions, the delivery ad-
dress, etc. we organize directly and 
quickly (if necessary against payment) 
to ensure the proper shipment of the 
goods for our customers.

Thanks to our large network of reli-
able logistics companies, we are al-
ways able to find the most suitable 
transport for our customers.

STOCK
To ensure the best possible supply of photovoltaic 
modules to our customers, Solar Fabrik has several 
storage facilities at its disposal.

On the one hand, the Solar Fabrik offers its own sto-
rage capacity at the company‘s site in Wiesen and in 
the immediate vicinity.
Here, qualified personnel ensure a structured, effi-
cient order-picking preparation and safe loading and 
unloading of goods, taking into account time cons-
traints.

On the other hand, there are also several external 
warehouses at ports in Germany and abroad, which 
enable us to store additional stocks.
In this way, Solar Fabrik ensures a constant and, if 
possible, short-term ability to deliver.

We are always anxious to guarantee our customers 
the security that their project can be realized as 
planned.

Solar Fabrik products stand for many ye-
ars of experience, new impulses and in-
novative new developments. They are 
a guarantee for maximum profitability 
and optimum yields.
Careful selection of components, 
long-term tests and constant quality 
assurance ensure the exceptional 
quality of the modules.
The Solar Fabrik leaves nothing 
to chance. All Solar Fabrik pro-
ducts are certified and tested by 
renowned test centres such as 

VDE or TÜV. In addition, cons-
tant internal quality controls are 
carried out.

Solar Fabrik modules in „Premium 
Quality“ have a 20-year product 
warranty, modules in „Classic Qua-
lity“ for 15 years.

PRODUCTS


